Safety Committee Minutes
June 25, 2021
2-3pm

Members present: Dan Garcia, Ryan Sand, Nathan Bodenstadt, Jackie Wilson, Jon Lasinski, Nathan Leigh

Members absent: Lindy Carroll, Lisa Hoferkamp, Anita Parrish, Amanda Arra, Adam Zenger

Recent Incident Reports
Only one incident since last meeting. A maintenance staff reported a strain in his back while opening a hatch. No medical treatment necessary.

Trespass Update
Currently there are three persons trespassed from UAS property: Stephan Gailliot, Jeffrey Wright and Ofa Kivalu.

Protection of Minors
UA is purchasing a software system to help manage compliance with POM standards. The software system will provide a mechanism to track Authorized and Supervised Adult screening and also provide a training platform for UA and third party required POM training. The software vendor, Ideal-Logic, conducted a demonstration for UAS staff on June 17th. On July 1, UAS is holding an overview of the POM regulation including a discussion on lessons learned.

Updated COVID Signs and Precautions
The door signs, freestanding and table signs have been updated to reflect the current COVID phase.

UAS will continue to offer cleaning materials in classrooms and office areas for use by occupants/users.

Campus Sign
Suggestions regarding safety related topics for one or more campus signs:
Map of campus
Inclusivity statement
Trespass
Firearm Policy
Contact Info

Tobacco free campus

Events / Notices

Pet Policy

Drone Policy

It was suggested that signs should be installed at the following locations: TEC, Anderson, Main Campus (near Egan and near Hendrickson) NSRL, Housing and Rec Center.

How large the sign will be depends on the content selected.

Loss Prevention Fund

Plan to spend next fiscal years LP funds on purchasing new CPR manikins and Train the Trainer classes for First Aid. Initial offering for this training will be the three we just sent through CPR/AED train the trainer class: Adam Zenger, Sean McCarthy and Dashiel Hilgartner.

Emergency Management

Conducted RAVE training for IMT. Went over activation of alert system: how to send an alert.

Risk Management for Events and Activities

Remind the group about risk management tools applied to events and activities:

- Liability Waivers
- Safe Driver Training
- Student Accident Insurance
- COVID plans
- MOA/MOU with outside organizations